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Hindi Dubbed Movies 2019 Blu-ray Remo (Tamil) is a 2018 Indian Tamil-language romantic comedy
film written and directed by using Bakkiyaraj Kannan. The film stars Vijay, in a character portraying
himself, and Keerthy Suresh in the lead roles. The film, which also stars Sathish, Keerthi Natesan
and Chaya Singh, is the second Tamil venture of its director, after the 2012 film, Pudhu Vasantham.
The film was later dubbed into Hindi as Chowdhu Doni, and released on 17 July 2018. Plot Remo
(Vijay) is a bad-ass robber. Having no problem with robbing, robbing and. 24 hours in Bangkok
breaks the bank. Cast Vijay as Remo Keerthy Suresh as Maddy Sathish as Danger Chaya Singh as
Kavita Sandhyarani as Sandhya Sriman as Ring Master Bala Singh as Station Master Mahat as
Grocery Checker Irfan as Pandi Gokul as Ice Cream Shop Owner R. S. Shivaji as Station Master
Cochin Haneefa as Sivakarthikeyan Kumarimuthu as Manager Nandu as Murugan Indhumathi as
Shenbagam Unni Mary as Remo's mother Madhumitha Reception The film received negative reviews
from critics. Behindwoods gave the film 2.5 out of 5 stars, writing "Though isn't the best of the
genre, the film works and is worth a watch". References External links Category:2010s Tamil-
language films Category:2010s crime comedy films Category:2010s romantic comedy films
Category:2010s romantic thriller films Category:2010s heist films Category:2010s crime thriller
films Category:Films scored by Mohamaad Ghibran Category:Tamil-language films Category:Films
set in India Category:Indian films Category:Indian crime comedy films Category:Indian romantic
comedy films Category:Indian action comedy films Category:Indian crime thriller films
Category:Indian heist films Category:Indian remakes of American films Category:Indian romantic
thriller films Category:Tamil film remakes Category:Tamil-language Netflix
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